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About This Game

Overview

Legion Tale is a turn based tactic set in a medieval continent of Agia. Follow the story of a great war between two races, where
you are the leader of a small legion putting your life to restore the world after the ambush of the Dark Lord's forces. As you

progress, you'll uncover a hidden truth behind the never-ending conflict that engulfs the continent since a long time ago between
the ruling states.

We implemented tactical combo battle system, inspired by games like Legend of the Dragoon. To create continuous attacks, the
player needs to immediately click the combo's circle when it is inside the attack's circle.

Features

 A story inspired by a lot of classic tactical games.

 Enjoy up to 30 chapters of epic battles.

 Tactical Combo Battle System (TCBS).

 Affinity Triangle. (Strength > Wisdom > Agility > Strength)
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 Beautiful, carefully designed pixel art combat animations.

 Linear story with beautiful hand-drawn background painting.

 Challenging turn-based combat, each with various kind of objectives from Kill Targets, Survive, Escape, and
Elimination.

 Meet 10 different heroes and follow their story.
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Title: Legion Tale
Genre: Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Maulidan Games
Publisher:
Maulidan Games
Release Date: 20 Sep, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows® 7/8/10, 64-bit

Processor: Intel Core i3 2310M or AMD Phenom II X4

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: OpenGL 3.0 compliant with 512MB of video RAM.

Storage: 500 MB available space

English
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A bit buggy, if you equip anything in the start of the game, you lose the items after talking to the mayor. A lot of spelling
mistakes. Strength is spelling "strenght," etc. I deleted the game. It is a waste of money. I have played free game with better
quality. The images of the enemies look like they were drawn by a child.. This game is EPIC fun. Brings back the old Joust days
with a modern twist. I used this as a party game and we ended up playing for hours. Get 4 controllers and challenge your friends.

the basketball mode is incredible. Get the ball through the rings, so simple yet so challenging when youre friends are trying to
hijack you.

I would highly recommend this to anyone interested in local gameplay and connecting with friends.. A fun little diversion. It's
more reminiscent of 8-bit era maze games than diablo really, with no XPs and nearly no equipment upgrades. Don't buy it if you
have no patience for distinctly old-fashioned game design though!. Great long and really historicaly accured game and i was
looking for some game like this really long time and if you are a fan of napoleonic wars like me or just you maybe just like the
combat of that times this is a great game for you! - the only problem what ussually people got is that the AI is stupid and when i
first played this game i tought that it will be not fun to play whit or against him but when i played some time i imagined it is not
a problem because you can still enjoy the game.Some people got a problem whit that the battles are too long and it is true that
you need to spend it some time but because you can save the game in middle of battle and than resume on the next day it is not
that big problem.It is a great fun in multiplayer but this is not a total war where you still got some players to play whit but if you
got a fried you can play whit him or if you dont you can always add someone!. Surprised it worked on the oculus.It has much
things to do including free movement.It was a steal for what you get and what it costs.. I enjoyed the few matches I played
before refunding the game. The only reason I refuned was I was never able to play in a match with other people. Maybe it was
just a bad day to try it out but without other people to play it's never going to be a game most will play long.

Maybe they could throw so maps in there geared towards single players, maybe guarding against two sides instead of 4 or 5.
They could also setup a lobby so players can see your going to start a game, giving people the option to delay the start until
someone joins.

Also, think the price is a bit steep for what the game offers. I picked it up on sale and still think it was too much given that a
giant aspect of the game is missing, other players... Either put some work arounds into the game or lower the price down to like
5 bucks so you don't mind buying two copies so you can give one to a friend.. can you make the animation better and the view
of aiming if you want this game to become famus this the list that you need to do
1.gameplay new guns and new skill and fair play people that new dont know how to select muchine guns so it's not fair or
playable for new people.
2.how you aim and some bugs fixes.
3.items it's a very useful funtion to have items that restore health and ammo so you must work on this very hard.(i mean super
hard)
4.chatting boxes you need more improvement about chatting in game and you should need some tips on the chat while playing.
5.surcure and save you must ensure that no hackers can hack this game i see some people can.
6.tutoral how to play and funtions some thing like run animation look left look right animation sneak(very useful for sneak).
7.if you are are update and the list that you do from above i will be very thankful and fair for all keep on working : ). It has
Kyoko in it. What more could you possibly want?
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Very good game, i was waiting for a gladiator game!

of course they need to improve the physics of combat but still awesome, loved it. 9/10

Pros: Great music

fun and addicting gameplay

a good challenge

community levels

cons:

too hard (for me)
Most community levels are anime garbo

a little TOO trial and error sometimes
. What's worse than playing with toxic and salty players in CS:GO? Paying $10 a month to play with players that are even more
toxic and saltier than ever. As a limited time offer, the ESEA program will also constantly run in the background and monitor
every kinky porn site you've been on. What a deal!. The graphics are great. (At first they are actually too pretty that you can't
tell what is going on, but if you disable the effects it is uglier but playable.) The music is nice. There is no story but there is
humerous text in the style of Llamasoft. As for the game play, I think it comes down to "do you like side shooters" and "do you
like roguelikes". Personally I like the former but not the latter so much.. Just as good as I remember.. It's a pretty decent rogue-
lite, up until the third boss. That's when you realize it's just another RNG crap-shoot with fancy graphics. On the plus side, the
enemy AI is intriguing, implementing guerilla tactics when the cards are on the table. POLYGOD also has one of the more
unique and compelling atmospheres I've ever seen in a first person shooter; I go so far as to compare the story to E.Y.E. Divine
Cybermancy. But I can't rate it on consistency since I never finished it.

Final Score: Those flying spike ball things can eat **** and die.
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